Gun Safety Quiz Questions
1. When a gun has a safety:
a) don’t use it unless you have to
b) only use it when you are shooting
c) always use it but don’t depend on it
d) never use it, it may be broken
2. The difference between a rifle and a shotgun is:
a) shotguns have a sling
b) rifles use a scope
c) shotguns shoot bullets
3. Always treat a gun:
a) like a toy
b) as if it is loaded, whether it is or not
c) like it is disposable
d) as if you don’t care
4. What is the minimum age to apply for a firearms licence?
5. Which of the following would be safe to shoot at?
a) an object making relevant sounds and movements
b) a target that was the right colour and shaped like an animal
c) an animal that had been observed clearly and was undoubtedly the game being hunted
6. If you fell or tripped while holding a firearm in the field, what is your first responsibility?
a) control the muzzle direction of the firearm
b) warn your companions by shouting to them
c) make sure the sights are not damaged from contact with the ground
7. Name three types of rifle actions?
8. It’s never okay to shoot a bullet at water because:
a) you might hit a rock
b) it could ricochet off the water and go in an unsafe direction
c) the bullet will get wet
d) you might hit a fish
9. Which is the safest way to tell if a firearm is loaded?
a) point muzzle in safe direction and squeeze trigger
b) point muzzle in safe direction, open action and check chamber and magazine
c) work the action rapidly several time and leave open
10. Do you require a permit to hunt on DOC (Department of Conservation) land?

Gun Safety Quiz Answers
10. When a gun has a safety:
e) don’t use it unless you have to
f) only use it when you are shooting
g) always use it but don’t depend on it
h) never use it, it may be broken
11. The difference between a rifle and a shotgun is:
d) shotguns have a sling
e) rifles use a scope
f) shotguns shoot bullets
12. Always treat a gun:
e) like a toy
f) as if it is loaded, whether it is or not
g) like it is disposable
h) as if you don’t care
13. What is the minimum age to apply for a firearms licence? (16 years old)
14. Which of the following would be safe to shoot at?
d) an object making relevant sounds and movements
e) a target that was the right colour and shaped like an animal
f) an animal that had been observed clearly and was the game being hunted
15. If you fell or tripped while holding a firearm in the field, what is your first responsibility?
d) control the muzzle direction of the firearm
e) warn your companions by shouting to them
f) make sure the sights are not damaged from contact with the ground
16. Name three types of rifle actions? (bolt, pump, semi auto or lever)
17. It’s never okay to shoot a bullet at water because:
e) you might hit a rock
f) it could ricochet off the water and go in an unsafe direction
g) the bullet will get wet
h) you might hit a fish
18. Which is the safest way to tell if a firearm is loaded?
d) point muzzle in safe direction and squeeze trigger
e) point muzzle in safe direction, open action and check chamber and magazine
f) work the action rapidly several time and leave open
10. Do you legally require a permit to hunt on DOC (Department of Conservation) land? (Yes)

Gun Safety
Team Name:

Task: Contestants must correctly answer the provided questions and identify which
ammunition matches which firearm.

Equipment: Empty ammunition, pictures of firearms, scrap paper

 Correctly answer the provided questions
 Correctly identify and match the ammunition
with the correct firearm
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Ammunition:
1. Shotgun Shell = Picture B)
2. Rifle Cartridge = Picture C)
3. Air Rifle Pellet = Picture D)
4. BB Gun Pellet = Picture A)
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Evaluation: Scores are judged against the marking schedule detailed below.
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